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Made in France* by Proyacht SARL
331, Avenue du Docteur Lefebvre - 06270 Villeneuve Loubet
Tel. +33(0) 493 229 865
Clin’Azur & Proyacht sont des marques déposées www.clinazur.com

SAFETY DATA SHEET AVAILABLE ON REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONALS USERS

Always refer to the descriptions on labels. Keep out of reach of children. 
Respect the conditions of use.
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	Nom du produit: 304
	Descriptif anglais: Glass protect
	Descriptif français: Déperlant protecteur pour vitres
	Langue: En
	Version: Date de la version 24/10/16  V.1
	Description: - Enriched in polymers, the 304 provides long lasting protection for glass surfaces. - Its hydrophobic action prevents water from adhering and  limits deposits of salt, scale and other dirt. - Protection time from6 to 8 weeks (depending on the washing frequency).- As a perfect complement for cleaner 206, it will make later cleaning easier. 
	Composition: Ethyl alcohol / isopropyl alcohol.
	Aspect: Liquid / characteristic
	pH: N.A
	Densité: 0.82 +/- 0.03
	Point éclair: <20°C (<68°F)
	N°ONU: 1987
	Stockage: Store in the original container. Protect from heat. Store in a well ventilated area
	Conditionnements: Spray 750ml
	Compatibilité / Supports: Glass surfaces.
	Méthodes: - The surface must be clean, dry and free from all traces of grease, limestone or scale. Average Dosage: 2L 50m² in 2 layers. - Spread the product evenly  with a soft, clean cloth in vertical stripes. - Ensure that the entire surface has been treated: corners, edges, etc. - Allow to dry 2 min (20 ° C) before applying a second layer of horizontal stripes. - After drying of the second layer, pass a wet sponge, wipe and polish with a soft, dry cloth until an uniformly shiny and smooth surface.
	Précautions: Highly flammable liquid and vapour. Causes serious eye irritation.Before use: Always perform a test on a small surface. Do not use in direct sunlight. Do not use on plexiglass. Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other ignition source. No smoking. Do not apply on a warm surface: Risk of rapid evaporation of the solvent. 


